The sensors are defined in a configuration file that contains all pertinent information concerning each sensor in the IMET system.
File Name Convention
The file name will reflect the chronological relevance of the configuration. Since vanous configurations may exist on a data cartidge, data fies must be properly related chronologically to a configuration file. Hence, a file name convention similar to the data files wil be used. Thus:
YRMODAHR.CFG
File Structure
The file can contain definitions for up to 60 sensors. All 60 sensors need not be defined, but there must be a definition for each sensor in use. The file contents are ASCII and may be generated using a text editor. Each of the lines in the individual sensor groups wil be terminated with a new line character -eLF). (decimal 10), which may be preceded by a caniage return character -eCR). (decimal 13). The byte count in the following list does not include the end of line characters CR or LF. When lines are longer than specified, they wil be truncated to standai'd length. Each sensor description group can vary in length dependent on the number of variables per sensor. The End Of ~ensor (EOS) indicator, "**", is used to separate sensor groups. The description file can also vary in length dependent on the number of sensors defined. An gnd Of file (EOF) indicator, "$$", is used to denote that there are no further sensors defined.
Sensor Module Address
This field contains the 5 character address to which the sensor responds. This address should consist of three characters that define the module type and a two digit number (00-99), e.g. WND01 . This method allows a user to quickly identify the data type. It also allows more than one module of the same type to exist in a single system network.
Sensor Module Manufacturer
This field contains the name of the manufacturer of the sensor module. This name may not be the same as that of the sensor manufacturer. IMET distinguishes a difference between sensor and sensor module vendors.
Sensor Module Model Number
This field contains the sensor module model number information.
Sensor Module Serial Number
This field contains the manufacturers senal number for the module.
Variable Description Information
A sensor module may produce more than a single vanable. These may be both calibrated and raw values. The configuration file contains information concerning the number, type, and format of each variable supplied by a module. Calibrated vanables are listed first, followed by raw vanables. 
Variable Format
This field contains a 'c' language type format descnptor for the vanable sent by the sensor. For example %6.1f would imply a floating point vanable of minimum length 6 characters with one decimal place to the nght of the decimal point.
Variable Description
This field contains the name or description of the sensor variable, e.g. TMP A for air temperature. The field is limited to 4 characters, so the descnption should be explicit as possible within this limitation.
Variable Units
This field contains a description of the variable's measurement units, e.g. degC would imply degrees Celsius while m1s would indicate meters per second. This field is limited to 6 bytes.
Multiple Variables
Where more than one variable is sent by the sensor, the variables will be sent in the order indicated in the table, separated by spaces. Three basic data requests to a sensor are possible; send calibrated data, send raw data, or send calibrated and raw combined. When the combined mode is requested, the calibrated data wil be sent first in the order established in the table and space separated followed by a colon and the raw variables also in table designated order and space separated as the following example shows.
%6.1f %8.2f: %6d %4d
Sensor Names File
This fie contains the names of all module types that might be found on a system. It is used as a module name base when pollng the sensor network to determine modules actually in residence. Each name is three chai"acters long and resides on a sepai'ate line. The lines must be terminated with either a LF (NL) character (10 decimal) or a CR-LF combination (13 decimal -10 decimal).
The following is an example of a basic suite of names. This file provides the information that determines the contents of the configuration (.CFG) file.
Error/Comment Log File
This file contains free field text information that constitutes a log of errors generated by the program or comments provided by the system user. .. etc. Dcfinitions of IJ\1ET data types, rcsolutions, recording meW ods and formats are described. These establish preliminary stadards for use with IJ\1ET sensors and systems wrough we design, testing and ealy commercial production phases of the developmcnt effort.
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